Alice Kile
Javascript Engineer
I’m excited about web development, peer
to peer web and decentralization! I am
very much into building clean UI for the
end user & finding the best ways possible
to engage customers. I’m also an open
source & free software enthusiast.

Work Experience
UI Development Consultant
ThoughtWorks ( May 2019 – Present)

- Implement frontend tech strategies for a
given product & train the team in frontend
development
- Collaborate with UX Specialists &
Business Analysts to truly understand the
business value of each feature and help
fulfill client needs.
- Contribute to open source projects
(FreedomBox).
- Implemented major UI changes in the
core FreedomBox application.
- Redesigned & recreated the whole
freedombox.org website
- Conduct workshops and sessions on
React, Web Development and also IoT.
- Work with Design Systems and create UI
libraries to accelerate development in
projects.
- Build a Chatbot using Microsoft Teams.

+91 6301374776
buoyantair@protonmail.com
Github

- Refactor complex components into
modular, composable components.
- Solved bugs related to RWD,
Performance & UX Compliance.
- Code an orchestration system to migrate
data from previous architecture to new
architecture using NodeJS (Express, Koa),
MongoDB (With Mongoose), PostgreSQL,
Google PubSub & Elasticsearch.

Fullstack Developer

fruitstone (December 2017)
- Implement product listing, search, sort,
filter functionalities for an e-commerce
website using ReactJS, Redux & React
Router.
- Implemented API endpoints on a
backend using ExpressJS & MySQL
(sequelize).

Projects
Freedombox.org

http://freedombox.org/

Fullstack Developer

Oyez.fr ( January 2018 – December 2018)
- Revamped an ecommerce website's
frontend built on top of Redux & React
with a completely new and cleaner UI
using React & Apollo GraphQL.
- Reviewed and contributed to internal
utility & components libraries which are
used across multiple services.

A private server solution for privacy

Bob CD

https://bob-cd.github.io/
A private server solution for privacy

